


7:00 PM: Red Carpet & Registration  
 
7:00 PM: Cocktail at Terrace  

• Silent Auction     

8:30 PM: Dinner at Tree Top Ballroom 

• BeLive Welcome & Institutional videos  

• Dinner     

• Emanuel Ungaro Fashion Show
   by Esteban Cortazar     

10:30 PM: Concert by Carlos Vives at Sable Plaza

Event Schedule
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Welcome to BeLive 2008! 
 
For the second consecutive year, a group of non-profi t 
organizations have come together to create awareness of 
Colombia’s social needs and raise funds to address them. 
BeLive is an expression of our commitment to Colombia, 
and our belief that only by working together Colombia’s 
issues will be resolved. This philosophy has already proven 
effective. 

Last year, BeLive raised nearly $800,000 to strengthen the 
work of our foundations and invest in social projects that 
will better the lives of thousands of Colombians. More-
over, in the last few years all sectors of Colombian society 
have pulled together to create a better country, making 
Colombia an exemplary member of growing and stable, 
emerging countries. By being here, you are participating 
in this effort of creating a better, more just, Colombia. 
 
We want to thank you and all of our sponsors for joining 
us and believing in us and in Colombia. Together, we will 
change lives!
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Give to Colombia
Angela Maria Tafur

Executive Director

�

Fórmula Sonrisas
Juan Pablo Montoya

NASCAR driver

Genesis Foundation
Carolina Esquenazi

Executive Director 

�

Colombianitos
Ángela Patricia Janiot

CNN Internacional

United for Colombia
Gabriela 

Fébres-Cordero

Executive Director

Key for Colombia
Katalina Bernal

Executive Director
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Welcoming Message



Give to Colombia (G2C) US-based 501c3 umbrella organization that 

advises international donors in channeling grants and donations 

of resources, talents and technologies to achieve scalable, 

sustainable and high social impact projects in Colombia.

G2C encourages international donors to augment their social 

investments in Colombia as part of their Social Responsibility 

agendas. How does G2C work? Working hand-in-hand with the 

potential local executing organizations, G2C structures budgets, 

develops methodologies, identifies beneficiary populations, and 

designs non-existing projects or scales up and improves existing 

social initiatives. G2C provides project development, management, 

and supervision, including financial and legal accountability to 

donors G2C encourages initiatives from the private, public and 

social sector to function as allies, in order to increase their access 

to international cooperation; avoiding duplication of programs 

and competition for scarce social international resources.

Give to Colombia concentrates its efforts in three strategic pillars, 

eduaction, heath & nutrition, development; all intersected by the 

power of technology.

Why Give to Colombia? Current levels of foreign aid to Colombia 

are not enough nor sustainable, Through G2C, American-

Colombians had the potential of becoming a significant source 

of development for the country, G2C has the potential to increase 

corporate, institutional and private international giving to 

Colombia Give to Colombia offers you: 

A highly professional US and Colombian based staff who can 

develop tailor-made solutions to your philanthropic priorities;

Trustworthy information about Colombia and its needs;

and Tax Exemption (501C3 status) with local execution and

follow-up of programs

Our Foundations



Our Foundations

Formula Smiles Foundation is a US based not for profit organization 

with a 501c3 status created in 2003 by NASCAR Driver Juan Pablo

Montoya and his wife, Connie.

Our goal is to improve the quality of life of underpriveleged 

children and their surroundings, by implementing a program 

that teaches them values of life through sports and recreation, 

and at the same time keep the away from the street were they are 

vulnerable to drugs and violence.

Formula Smiles program is called EDUCATION + SPORTS = THE

BEST FORMULA . The program is divided into three areas: 

education, sports and recreation. Each of the areas is focus to 

benefit the habitantes of the three cities: Cartagena, Villavicencio 

and Ibague, were Formula Smiles Foundation operates.

In education, we focus in teaching the students the importance 

of a healthly lifestyle. In the sports area, sport teams are created 

such as basketball, volleyball and soccer. This is the area were 

we specially work on values by teaching them the importance 

of respect, tolerance, team play, dedication among others. In 

the recreation area different kinds of activities are planned to 

include the whole comunity and the focus is to improve the values 

and tolerance among all of the neighbors.

Formula Sonrisas benefits around 8,000 children monthly. The 

rates of violence in the neighborhoods we have our proyect have 

gone down significantly. The children have become better citizens 

and people because they have understood the importance of 

values and all the benefits that come from being a more integral 

person.



At the Genesis Foundation we strive to give disadvantaged children 

the opportunity for a successful future through access to quality 

education. By funding non-profit organizations that provide quality 

education to underserved children, Genesis seeks to give these 

youngsters the basic building blocks for their development. Our 

mission stems from the desire to “give back” to Colombia and to 

Hispanic communities in the US.

Model

The Foundation’s administrative expenses are borne by the founders 

and sponsors. 100% of all donations benefit the children directly, 

as does $ 1 million dollars per year we receive from the Genesis 

Endowment for our grantees.

Impact

Genesis benefits close to 100,000 underserved children per year 

by investing a minimum of $1.5 million in non-profits that provide 

quality education. In 2006 alone, Genesis donated $1.8 million to

55 non profits and benefited 98,000 children: 80% in Colombia 

and 20% in the US.

Vision

By 2010 Genesis’ goal is to benefit 125,000 children annually by 

donating at least $2 million dollars per year. Please contact us at

www.genesis-foundation.org to find out how you can bring better 

and brighter futures to more children.

Our Foundations



COLOMBIANITOS is a non-profit organization that aids Colombian 

children impacted by violence and extreme poverty through 

integrated rehabilitation, education and recreation programs.

Our main programes: 

Goals for a Better Life: Goals for a Better Life is an integrated 

education program that includes healthy recreation as a 

fundamental part of an individual’s development. Soccer and 

the passion that boys and girls have for it in Colombia are used 

to get them involved and keep them interested in the program. 

At the same time it acts as a tool to teach them values and how 

to become a better human being. By occupying their time with 

social related workshops and other activities of the Goals for a 

Better Life Program, we are able to keep them away from drug 

addiction, crime, prostitution, child labor and other dangers they 

can find in the streets. 3,000 children currently benefit from this 

Program in the six cities where it operates, Bogota, Puerto Tejada, 

Cartagena, Sincelejo, Barbosa and Medellín.

Rehabilitation Program: COLOMBIANITOS also helps disabled 

children that have lost limbs in landmine accidents by providing 

them with prosthetics and continual physical and psychological 

rehabilitation until they are 18 years old.

Our dream is to take this program to as many children we can, 

impacting more and more Colombian communities in need.

Our Foundations



Each year, hundreds of innocent civilians are killed or maimed by 

landmines placed by narco-terrorists in Colombia. Many of these 

victims are children.

United for Colombia (UFC) is a nonprofit organization created in

2003 to provide state-of-the-art medical treatment to badly injured 

Colombian victims of the war against drugs and terrorism. To date, 

UFC has provided comprehensive medical services to 57 severely 

disabled patients, at a total cost of $1.96 million (U.S.). UFC’s main 

programs are:

• American Solidarity: Provides badly injured Colombian soldiersand 

police officers specialized medical treatment and rehabilitation 

in prestigious U.S. hospitals, such as the Mayo Clinic. Some victims 

require rehabilitation lasting as long as two years.

• A New Beginning: Provides high-performance orthopedic

prostheses for Colombians disabled by landmines and other 

explosives.

• A Step from Hope: Provides maimed children with a series of 

high-quality prostheses throughout their growing years and also 

offers scholarship opportunities.

Hopes and dreams can become realities. You can make it happen, 

one life at a time. Every dollar donated to UFC becomes $10 worth 

of treatment for Colombia’s landmine victims, through in-kind 

donations made to UFC by providers of rehabilitation services.

Our Foundations



Established in September of 2000, Key for Colombia is a non-profit   

organization comprised of volunteers residing in the State of 

Florida. Key for Colombia extends compassionate humanitarian 

support to help identify, promote and implement specific projects 

for displaced children of families in Colombia in accordance 

with our mission.

Key for Colombia’s mission is to provide immediate and long-term 

solutions to ongoing social problems facing children of families 

displaced as a result of the current rural war going on throughout   

Colombia.

Key for Colombia is resolved to provide active funding to existing  

and verified social projects and to expand the number of 

community projects in Colombia that directly support displaced 

children’s education, health and well being. Key for Colombia’s 

main objectives are to create cultural educational fundraising 

events that directly benefits local communities, to solicit public and 

private organizations for direct monetary funding and technical 

and/or logistical guidance and support and to strengthen the 

existing volunteer team and to seek additional volunteers to help 

increase new sources of funding and expand additional projects 

throughout Colombia. 

Our Foundations



Colombian designer Esteban Cortázar, current chief 

designer of the internationally recognized fashion 

house Emanuel Ungaro will be unveiling Ungaro’s 

Spring-Summer 2009 collection.

Esteban Cortazar was born in Bogota, Colombia 

in the year 1984. When he was eleven years old 

he started to develop his taste and talent in the 

design world reason for which he decides to live in 

the United States. With only thirteen years he crafts 

his first designs and at fifteen he had his debut in  

Miami Fashion Week. In 2002 Esteban launches 

his first collection under the name Cortazar and 

is sold in New York’s most important boutiques. In 

2003 with his second collection the is closed by top 

model Cindy Crawford. 

He has been showcased in prestigious magazines 

such as Vogue and W, appeared in the Oprah Winfrey 

Show, The New York Times, CNN, and ABC among 

others. Nowadays he works for the prestigious house 

of fashion Emmanuel Ungaro. 

For more information visit www.estebancortazar.com and  

www.ungaro.com 

Fashion Show

WITH THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF:



Benefi t Concert

Grammy Award and three-time Latin Grammy Award 

winner Carlos Vives will join BELIVE 2008 for special 

performance to remember.

Carlos Vives is a singer and composer. Carlos was 

Born in Santa Marta, Colombia and although his 

beginnings were mostly in the field of acting it was 

his unique way of performing the Vallenato what 

gave him the international recognition of one of 

the most charismatic and loved ambassadors of 

Colombia. With Clásicos de la Provincia and the 

single La Gota Fría he gets to the heart of millions 

in Colombia. He had six Grammy nominations and 

won one Grammy award for his album El amor 
de mi tierra and two Grammy Latino for Dejame 
entrar.  He has sold more than one million copies and 

recently participated next to Juanes and Shakira 

in the Concerts for Peace.  

For more information visit www.carlosvives.com



PRESENTING SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS



SILVER SPONSORS



AIRLINE SPONSOR

LIQUOR SPONSOR

SOFT DRINK SPONSOR



SUPPORTERS OF COLOMBIA

ALFREDO
FROHLICH



FRIENDS OF COLOMBIA

ZERO

ZERO

ZERO

ZERO



MEDIA PARTNERS



Special Thanks

Special thanks to:

Maria Jose Barraza
Paul and  Dayssi Kanavos
Francisco Daza
Humberto Rodriguez Calderon “El Gato”
Raul de Molina
Karen Martinez
Ilia Calderon
Catherine Siachoque
Andres Cabas
Vanesa Hauc
Candela Ferro
Kika Rocha
Andriana Lucia
Giselle Blondet
Manuel Riveira

Special thanks to our collaborators:

Janette Alix and all the staff of Jungle Island
Lina Santiango and Luisa Sanchez from American Airlines
Marco Aramburo from Zerofractal Studios
Roberto Grossman from RGB Studios
Adrian Saravia from Quimera Creative
Alfonso Bulla and Gilberto Morejon
Ritz Carlton South Beach
Double Tree Biscayne Bay Grand
Joaquin Gonzalez from 4 Sound Group
Godfrey del Rio
Rodrigo Santana from Miami Superior Transportation
Sunset Moving
Club Kukaramakara
Premier Protection
Joyeria Glauser 

Nascar Family and Drivers

Conexión Colombia and all donors for the Silent Auction

All media that supports BELIVE






